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1. INTRODUCTION
Let D be an integral domain with quotient field K. We define the ring
 .   . w x  . 4of integer-valued polynomials to be Int D s f x g K x N f D : D .x
  .Note: The subscripted x in Int D is nonstandard notation. However, tox
avoid confusion, in this note it is important to specify the variable used as
.well as the coefficient ring. Also, we say that D is almost Dedekind
provided D is a Noetherian valuation domain for each nonzero primeP
ideal P of D.
w xIn 1, Proposition 6.3 it is shown that if D is an integral domain such
 .that Int D is Prufer, then D is an almost Dedekind domain with allÈx
residue fields finite. A Noetherian almost Dedekind domain D is Dedekind
 .and it is known that if D is Dedekind, then Int D is Prufer if and only ifÈx
 w x.all residue fields of D are finite see 1, Corollaire 6.5; 5, Theorem 5.3 .
No such characterization is known, however, in the case where D is a
non-Noetherian almost Dedekind domain with finite residue fields. Call
w xsuch a domain D an NaDf domain. In 2]4 examples of NaDf domains
are constructed and it is shown that for some examples the integer-valued
polynomial ring is Prufer and for other examples it is not. The construc-È
w xtions of NaDf domains in 2]4 employ infinite degree algebraic extensions
of quotient fields of Dedekind domains. In this note we give a new
construction of NaDf domains using infinite degree trascendental exten-
 .sions and show that for each such NaDf domain D constructed, Int D isx
Prufer.È
w xTo begin, we state as Theorem 1.1 a result from 1 that will be used in
the sequel; we also record some consequences of Theorem 1.1
1
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w xTHEOREM 1.1 1 Proposition 2.2 . Suppose D is a Dedekind domain with
Ãall residue fields finite. Choose a nonzero prime ideal P of D and let D beP
Ã   .the P-adic completion of D. Choose a g D and let M s f x gP a , P
Ã .  . 4Int D N f a g PD . Then the following hold.x P
 .1. M is a maximal ideal of Int D .a , P x
2. M l D s P.a , P
3. If b / a then M / M .a , P b , P
 .4. If M is a maximal ideal of Int D such that M l D s P, thenx
ÃM s M for some b g D .b , P p
5. M has height one if and only if a is transcendental o¨er D.a , P
COROLLARY 1.2. Let D be as in the statement of Theorem 1.1. Let P be a
Ãnonzero prime ideal of D and let a g PD be transcendental o¨er D. ThenP
 .V s Int D is a Noetherian ¨aluation domain.x Ma , P
 .Proof. Since Int D is Prufer, V is a valuation domain, and TheoremÈx
1.1 implies that V has rank 1. The definition of M then implies that aa , P
generator of the maximal ideal of D is also a generator of the maximalP
ideal of V. Hence, V is discrete.
LEMMA 1.3. Let D and P be as in the statement of Theorem 1.1. Then
Ã .  .Int D : Int D .P
Ãw x  .  .Proof. Lemma 3.7 of 5 states that Int D : Int D . On the previousP P
Ãw x  .  .page of 5 , Int D is defined as D Int D . The result then followsP P
immediately.
COROLLARY 1.4. Let D and P be as in the statement of Theorem 1.1.
Ã <  . < < <Also, let a g D . Then Int D rM s DrP .P x a , P
 4Proof. Let T s u , u , . . . , u be a complete set of residue class1 2 q
representatives in D for P. Then T also forms a complete set of residue
Ã Ãclass representatives for PD in D . It follows from Lemma 1.3 and theP P
definition of M that T also comprises a complete set of residues fora , P
 .M in Int D .a , P x
COROLLARY 1.5. Let D, P, and a be as in the statement of Theorem
  .  .1.1 and let K be the quotient field of D. Also, let V s f x rg x ga , P
Ã .  .  .  .  .  . 4K x N f x , g x g Int D and f a rg a g D . Then V sx P a , P
 .Int D .x Ma , P
Proof. This result along with Theorem 1.1 is part of Proposition 2.2 of
w x1 .
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2. CONSTRUCTION
The object of this section is to construct an NaDf domain D such that`
 .Int D is Prufer. We begin by summarizing the key elements of theÈx `
construction and then listing the steps of the process in more detail. Then
 .we discuss our approach to analyzing the structure of D and Int D and` x `
carry out this analysis through a sequence of lemmas and propositions.
First, we choose a prime number p and designate D s Z . Let Q0 pZ
designate the field of rational numbers. D has quotient field`
 . Q x , x , x , . . . the field of rational functions over Q in countably many1 2 3
.indeterminates . D is defined as the union of an ascending chain D :` 0
D : D : . . . of semi-local Dedekind domains with D having quotient1 2 i
 . field Q x , x , . . . , x the field of rational functions over Q in i determi-1 2 i
.nates . In particular, the procedure for going from D to D is to firsti iq1
 .construct the ring Int D of integer-valued polynomials over D in thex i iiq1
indeterminate x , and then construct D by intersecting a finiteiq1 iq1
 .number of Noetherian valuation overrings of Int D . Each D is ax i iiq1
Dedekind domain with finite residue fields and so the structure of
 .Int D is well known; this is what enables us to construct D . Thex i iq1iq1
point is to increase the number of maximal ideals in D as i increases ini
such a way that D has an infinite number of maximal ideals.`
Now we list, in more detail, the steps involved in constructing D .`
1. Let D s Z for some prime number p.0 pZ
Ã2. Choose a and b to be distinct elements of Z which arep
transcendental over Q. Let V and V be the corresponding valuationa , p b , p
 .  .overrings of Int Z described in Corollary 1.5 with Int Z considered asx x1 1
a ring of polynomials over Q in the indeterminate x . Define D to be1 1
 .V l V . Then D is a Dedekind subring of Q x with exactly twoa , p b , p 1 1
maximal ideals, each of which lies over the prime ideal pZ in Z and has a
residue field of order p.
3. Assume that D has been defined for some positive integer i andi
has the following properties.
v D is a semi-local Dedekind domain with quotient fieldi
 .Q x , x , . . . , x .1 2 i
v
iD has exactly 2 maximal ideals, each of which has a residue fieldi
of order p.
v Each maximal ideal of D has exactly two maximal ideals of Diy1 i
lying over it.
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4. Suppose P is a maximal ideal of D . Choose a and b to bei
Ã  .distinct elements of D which are transcendental over Q x , x , . . . , x .i P 1 2 i
 .Let V and V be the corresponding valuation overrings of Int Da , P b , P x iiq1
 .described in Corollary 1.5 with Int D considered as a ring of polyno-x iiq1
 .mials over Q x , . . . , x in the indeterminate x . In a similar manner, we1 i iq1
use each maximal ideal of D in turn to define two valuation overrings ofi
 . iq1Int D . This procedure yields 2 valuation domains. Define D tox i iq1iq1
be the intersection of these 2 iq1 valuation domains. Then D is aiq1
Dedekind domain with properties exactly mirroring the properties of Di
listed in step 3.
5. Steps 2]4 give an inductive construction of D for all i ) 0.i
Define D s D` D .` is0 i
With D defined as above, we proceed to analyze the structure of D` `
 .  .and Int D . Our strategy is to first demonstrate that Int D :x ` x i
 .  . `  .Int D for each i and that Int D s D Int D . Then we arguex iq1 x ` is0 x i
 .  .that Int D is Prufer by noting that Int D is Prufer for each i. ItÈ Èx ` x i
follows then that D is almost Dedekind and has all residue fields finite.`
We then construct an infinite number of maximal ideals which all contain
the prime p. This implies that D is non-Noetherian.`
We proceed to execute the above strategy through a sequence of
propositions.
 .  .PROPOSITION 2.1. For each i G 0 we ha¨e Int D : Int D .x i x iq1
Note. In the sequel, our attention will be focused on Int rather thanx
 .  .Int . In particular, note that Int D : D , but Int D ­ D .x x i iq1 x i iq1i iq1
 .  .  .Proof of Proposition 2.1 . Choose i G 0, f x g Int D , andx i
 .  .   ..  .g x rh x g D with g, h g Int D . We show that f x giq1 iq1 iq1 x iiq1
 .   .  .. iq1Int D by showing that f g x rh x g D . Let M , . . . , Mx iq1 iq1 iq1 iq1 1 2
be the maximal ideals of D . For 1 F j F 2 iq1 let P s M l D and letiq1 j j i
Ã  .a be the element of D such that M l Int D s M . Corollaryj i P j x i a , Pj iq1 j j
 . iq11.5 implies that D s V for 1 F j F 2 . Now we show thatiq1 M a , Pj j j
  .  ..   .  ..f g x rh x g V for each j by showing that f g a rh a giq1 iq1 a , P j jj j
Ã  .  .D for each j. Fix a value for j. Since g x rh x g D theni P iq1 iq1 iq1j Ã .  .  .  .b s g a rh a g D . Recall that Lemma 1.3 implies f x g Int D :j j j i P x ij
Ã Ã .  .  .  .Int D . It follows that f b g D . Hence, f x g Int D and sox i P j i P x iq1j j
 .  .Int D : Int D .x i x iq1
LEMMA 2.2. Let K be the quotient field of D . Then, K l D s D fori i i iq1 i
each i G 0.
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Proof. Fix i G 0. Let P , . . . , P i be the maximal ideals of D and for1 2 i
1 F j F 2 i let a and b be the P -adic integers associated with the twoj j j
maximal ideals of D lying over P . Let V and V for 1 F j F 2 i beiq1 j a , P b , Pj j j j
the valuation overrings of D centered at P described in Corollary 1.5.iq1 j
The definition of these valuation rings implies V l K s V la , P i b , Pj j j j
 .  2 i .  2 i .K s D . Hence, D l K s F V l F V l K si i P iq1 i js1 a , P js1 b , P ii j j j j2 i  .F D s D .js1 i P ij
LEMMA 2.3. Let K be the quotient field of D . Then, K l D s D fori i i ` i
each i G 0.
Proof. D : K l D is clear for each i G 0.i i `
Fix i G 0. Choose b g K l D . Then, b g D for some j G 0. Choosei ` j
the minimal such integer j. If j F i the result is clear, so assume that
j ) i. Then, Lemma 2.2 implies that b g K l D : K l D s D .i j jy1 j jy1
Hence, b g K l D , which contradicts the minimality of j. Hence, j F ii jy1
and so the lemma is proven.
 . `  .PROPOSITION 2.4. Int D s D Int D .x ` is0 x i
 .  .Proof. Fix j G 0 and choose f x g Int D . Then choose b g D .x j `
 .  .  .We show Int D : Int D by showing f b g D . Since b g D thenx j x ` ` `
b g D for some m G 0. Without loss of generality, we can choose m G j.m
 .  .Then, Proposition 2.1 implies that f x g Int D . Then, b g D impliesx m m
 . `  .  .f b g D : D . Hence, D Int D : Int D .m ` is0 x i x `
 .  .Now choose f x g Int D . Let K be as in the statement of Lemmax ` i
 .  .  .2.3. Then, f x g K x for some j G 0. Choose b g D . Then, f b g Kj j j
 .  .  .and f b g D . Then, Lemma 2.3 implies that f b g D . Hence, f x g` j
 .  . `  .Int D and so Int D : D Int D .x j x ` is0 x i
 .PROPOSITION 2.5. Int D is Prufer.Èx `
Proof. For each i G 0, D is a Dedekind domain with finite residuei
 .fields and so Int D is Prufer. The union of a directed family of PruferÈ Èx i
 .domains is known to be Prufer and so Int D is Prufer.È Èx `
COROLLARY 2.6. D is an almost Dedekind domain with finite residue`
fields.
w xProof. Immediate from Proposition 2.5 and 1, Proposition, 6.3 .
It remains to be shown that D is not Noetherian.`
PROPOSITION 2.7. D is not Noetherian.`
 4`Proof. Choose a sequence M , where M is a maximal ideal of Di is0 i i
and M : M for each i. Then M s D` M is a maximal ideal of D .i iq1 ` is0 i `
Since each maximal ideal of D lies below two maximal ideals of D , thisi iq1
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construction yields an unaccountable number of distinct maximal ideals of
D . The prime p g Z lies in each of these maximal ideals. Since no`
nonzero element of a Dedekind domain can lie in an infinite number of
prime ideals, D is non-Noetherian.`
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